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Abstract
Frameworks and libraries provide functionality through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Developers might misuse these
APIs, because their usage rules are often implicit, undocumented,
or not readily available in the form of checkable rules. At the same
time, manually writing usage rules for each API is time consuming. Therefore, researchers have proposed various techniques to
automatically mine API usage rules. However, mined rules are not
always accurate, resulting in false positives when used for misuse
detection. To overcome these trade-offs, we combine rule mining
and manual rule authoring approaches by creating a human-in-theloop API usage rule generation pipeline. Based on our industrial
collaborator’s needs, our work focuses on generating annotationbased API usage rules for MicroProfile, a framework designed for
building microservices using Enterprise Java. We use a frequentitemset based pattern-mining technique to mine MicroProfile annotation usage rules and design a GUI-based rule validation tool (RVT)
that allows experts to browse through the mined rules to validate
(accept, edit, discard) them. Our pipeline then automatically generates checkable API usage rules from the confirmed rules, which
can then be used to detect misuses or to enhance documentation.
To assess the usefulness of having mined rules as a starting point
for rule authoring and to assess the usability of RVT in validating
rules, we perform a user study with MicroProfile API experts.
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1 @Liveness
2 public class AuthServiceHealthCheck implements HealthCheck {
3
4

@Override
public HealthCheckResponse call() { /*omitted*/ }

5 }

Figure 1: An example illustrating the usage of the MicroProfile @Liveness annotation.

1

Introduction

Java annotations provide meta-information about the program elements that they annotate. For example, the @Deprecated annotation indicates that the annotated program element is no longer
supported [1]. Annotations are widely used in various types of
Java applications including enterprise Java applications [12, 48].
Major Java enterprise frameworks, such as Spring [38] and MicroProfile [24], facilitate the development of enterprise applications
mainly through annotations.
MicroProfile is a collection of specifications that provides Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for client developers to create
applications with a microservice architecture (“small, autonomous
services that work together”) [24, 25]. For example, the MicroProfile
Health specification provides mechanisms to check whether a service is started, ready to accept requests, or live [11]. MicroProfile
provides these functionalities mainly through annotation-based
APIs. For example, in Figure 1, the @Liveness annotation is used
to check whether the authorization service is live [5]. There are
different implementations of MicroProfile specifications such as
Open Liberty [19], Helidon [34], and Payara [31].
Similar to how API calls have usage rules that determine correct behaviour (e.g., hasNext() must return true before invoking
next() on an Iterator object to avoid throwing a NoSuchElementException [40]), annotations also have usage rules. For example,
as shown in Figure 1, the target class of the @Liveness annotation must implement the HealthCheck interface to register for a
liveness check [5]. Container management systems such as Kubernetes use liveness checks to see if a particular container needs to
be restarted [7]. Violation of this usage rule will cause the liveness
check to not function properly, without showing any explicit error
message. We refer to such violations of annotation usage rules as
API misuses, or misuses for short.
To prevent annotation misuses, we would ideally have access to
checkable usage rules and tools that allow automated checking of
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client code against these rules. There are existing tools that enable
writing annotation usage rules and scanning a target codebase for
misuses [8, 23, 49]. However, such tools assume that the usage
rules are already known and readily available to encode, which
is typically not the case [36, 43]. Additionally, manually creating
API usage rules from scratch requires human effort, which can be
difficult and time-consuming [18, 39].
To address the issues of writing API usage rules from scratch, researchers have utilized pattern mining techniques [10, 21, 26, 40, 46].
Pattern mining discovers usage rules in an automated fashion. The
general idea is that if the frequency of a usage pattern is more than
a user specified frequency, we consider that pattern as a rule [35]
and violations of this pattern as a misuse. Researchers have mined
different types of code artifacts, such as source code [26, 40, 46],
API change history [21], and execution traces [10], to extract rules
automatically. However, misuse detectors that directly use mined
rules to detect misuses suffer from low precision, with the stateof-the-art detector having only 33% precision [40], which limits
practical use. Reasons for the low precision include the fact that
mined patterns may represent common usages (i.e., idioms) instead
of rules. Mined patterns may also represent rules that are not entirely correct (i.e., partially correct rule). A partially correct rule
might have some missing or extra elements.
Overall, manually writing API usage rules from scratch is time
consuming but leads to more accurate rules; on the other hand,
automatically mining patterns relieves the manual burden but can
lead to inaccurate rules. In this paper, our goal is to generate annotation usage rules by combining the advantages of these two
approaches, while mitigating their disadvantages. Our main idea
is to introduce a human into the loop, but without the full burden
of authoring rules from scratch. We use mined, unverified annotation usage rules (i.e., candidate rules) as starting points for human
experts to create usage rules so that the process of creating rules
will be less difficult and tedious. At the end of this process, we have
human-validated annotation usage rules that can be directly used
for detecting misuses or enriching documentation.
In this paper, we describe our industrial collaboration to create
a human-in-the-loop approach for generating MicroProfile annotation usage rules. Figure 2 shows an overview of our approach. We
first mine candidate rules from MicroProfile client projects (Step
1). We then present the mined candidate rules to human experts
for validation (Step 2). Finally, we automatically generate static
analysis checks from the confirmed rules; these checks are used
by our misuse detector to find annotation misuses in MicroProfile
client projects (Step 3). In our previous work, we explored using
frequent-itemset mining to mine candidate MicroProfile annotation
rules [28]. This paper thus focuses on Steps 2 and 3 of the process,
which are essential to combine the two worlds of automated pattern
mining and manual rule authoring.
Specifically, we focus on validating mined candidate rules and
developing a misuse detector encoded with the validated rules.
To validate mined candidate rules, we develop a web-based tool,
Rule Validation Tool (RVT)1 . RVT automatically encodes mined
candidate rules in a domain-specific language (DSL) and presents
them to experts for validation. RVT allows experts to not only
1 https://github.com/ualberta-smr/generating-annotation-usage-rules
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Figure 2: An overview of our human-in-the-loop rule generation approach.
1 @Counted(name="rate")
2 public int getCurrentRate() { return rate; }

Figure 3: An example illustrating the usage of the MicroProfile @Counted annotation [4].

validate the presented candidate rules, but also modify the ones that
are partially correct. After experts validate or modify the candidate
rules, RVT generates a final set of static analysis checks for the
validated rules. We also develop a misuse detector in the form of
a Maven plugin that uses the generated static analysis checks to
detect annotation misuse in client projects. Finally, we perform a
user study with four MicroProfile API experts from our industry
partner to assess the usability of RVT for validating and modifying
mined candidate rules. Our results show that API authors find that
having a starting point for rule authoring is useful, and also find
our rule format to be easily understandable. Our participants also
provide us with additional feedback on how to improve RVT and
its DSL for authoring rules, which we discuss in this paper.

2

Background

In this section, we first introduce our target framework, MicroProfile. We then introduce Java annotations and how the MicroProfile
framework makes use of them. We also briefly explain our previously developed approach for mining MicroProfile annotation
usage rules [28], since we used these mined rules as input to RVT.

2.1

MicroProfile

MicroProfile is a collection of specifications that provide client developers with all the necessary APIs to facilitate the development of
microservices applications in Java [24]. Each MicroProfile specification targets a specific functionality such as Configuration, Health,
and Metrics. MicroProfile provides these functionalities mostly
through annotations. For example, the @Counted annotation from
MicroProfile Metrics shown in Figure 3 tracks the number of times
the annotated program elements (i.e., methods or constructors) get
invoked [4]. Our industry partner is interested in ensuring proper
usage of MicroProfile annotations by client developers.

2.2

Java Annotations

Java annotations provide meta-information about program elements (e.g., classes, fields, and methods) they annotate [3]. Developers use annotations for different purposes such as dependency
injection, data binding, and code generation [48].
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There are certain usage rules that client developers must follow
when using annotations. We divide these rules into two categories:
explicit and implicit usage rules. Explicit usage rules are those explicitly defined by the framework or library developers when they
declare an annotation, and which a compiler can automatically
check. For example, framework developers can restrict the types of
program elements an annotation can be used on (e.g., fields or methods) [2]. The compiler would then complain if client developers use
the annotation on a different program element.
On the other hand, implicit usage rules are associated with the
way an annotation is used in combination with other program elements including other annotations, and are not checked by the
compiler. For example, a class annotated with the @Liveness annotation must implement HealthCheck as shown in Figure 1. Not
implementing HealthCheck will cause the @Liveness annotation
to be ignored, without showing any explicit error message. In this
work, we are interested in generating implicit usage rules for MicroProfile annotations to prevent their misuse.

2.3
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Figure 4: A candidate rule mined by Nuryyev et al. [28].
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Pattern mining

Pattern mining seeks to automatically extract usage patterns or
rules [35]. In our case, a pattern refers to a way an annotation is
used in combination with other program elements, including other
annotations. The main premise behind pattern mining is that a
frequent usage represents a usage rule. We refer to mined rules that
are not validated by experts as candidate rules. In our previous work,
we devised a frequent-itemset based pattern mining approach to
mine candidate rules for MicroProfile annotations [28].
Frequent-itemset mining is a data mining technique that is mainly
used for association rule learning to discover interesting relationships between items in large databases [32]. For example, given
milk, bread, and butter items in a store, we may have observed the
following purchases from five different customers: {bread}, {milk,
bread}, {milk, bread}, {milk, bread, butter}, and {bread, butter}. In
this example, if we consider a purchase that occurs at least three
times as a frequent purchase, we have {bread} and {milk, bread} as
frequent purchases or frequent itemsets. These frequent itemsets
can be then used to generate association rules. Association rules
are relational rules of the form “If 𝑋 , then 𝑌 ”, or more precisely
𝑋 =⇒ 𝑌 where 𝑋, 𝑌 ⊆ 𝐹 and 𝐹 is a frequent itemset. The “if” part is
called antecedent, and the “then” part is called consequent. For the
above frequent itemset {milk, bread}, we will have milk =⇒ bread,
bread =⇒ milk, or both candidate rules.
Figure 4 shows an example candidate rule that our previous
pattern-mining approach discovers [28]. Each item in a candidate rule represents a tuple {𝑃1, 𝑅, 𝑃2 }, where 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are program elements, including annotations, and 𝑅 is a relationship between the program elements. For example, for the item “Class
annotatedWith @ApplicationScoped” in Figure 4, Class and
@ApplicationScoped are program elements and annotatedWith
is a relationship. In our previous work [28], we define the following eight different relationships for MicroProfile annotation usage
based on our manual analysis of known annotation usage rules:
(1) annotatedWith represents what annotation a program element has been annotated with. A program element can be a

"antecedent": [
"Class annotatedWith @ApplicationScoped",
"Class annotatedWith @Readiness"
],
"consequent": [
"Class implements HealthCheck"
]

2

(8)

class, field, method, constructor, and method and constructor
parameters.
hasType represents the data type of a field.
hasParam represents a parameter of a method, constructor,
or annotation.
hasReturnType represents the return type of a method.
extends represents a class extension.
implements represents an interface implementation.
definedIn represents an annotation parameter value that
has been defined in microprofile-config.properties.
declaredInBeans refers to the bean declaration of a class
in the beans.xml file.

Our mined candidate rules can have items with any of the above
eight relationships. In our previous work, we showed that our
mining technique is effective in discovering rules including new,
previously unknown rules [28]. However, this evaluation was done
manually with only one API expert who was one of our direct
industry collaborators. In this paper, we specifically focus on the
end-to-end streamlined process of providing the means for API experts to easily validate these mined candidate rules through proper
tool support, as well as to automatically generate annotation usage
rules that can be used in misuse detection.

3

Generating Annotation Usage Rules

In this section, we describe our approach to generate annotation usage rules and developing a misuse detector for MicroProfile. Figure 2
illustrates the overview of our approach. We first use our existing
pattern-mining approach to mine candidate usage rules from MicroProfile client projects (Section 2.3). We then present the mined
candidate rules to experts for validation, through RVT. Finally, we
develop a misuse detector that uses the validated rules to detect
misuses. In this section, we describe the specific contributions of
this paper: the rule validation and misuse detection components.

3.1

Rule Validation Tool (RVT)

To facilitate rule validation, we develop a web-based Rule Validation Tool (RVT). Rule validation is a twofold process. Given mined
candidate rules, RVT automatically encodes them in an easy-tounderstand format. RVT then presents the encoded rules to experts
for validation who can confirm a rule as is, confirm a rule after
modifications, or reject a rule as invalid.
3.1.1 Rule Encoding. The candidate annotation usage rules that
we mine are in a JSON [13] format as shown in Figure 4. Since
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experts will read, modify, and validate the candidate rules, we need
to present them in a format that is easy to comprehend. Overall,
we do not want experts to spend too much time trying to learn
and understand the rule format, because it defeats the purpose of
reducing human effort in generating rules. The rule specification
format should also support most of the mined relationships. We
consider three options for selecting a rule encoding format: (1) use
the original JSON format, (2) create a domain-specific language
(DSL) from scratch specifically designed for our needs, and (3) use
an existing DSL that supports our requirements. We discuss these
options with our industry partner to understand how they perceive
their pros and cons.
The original JSON format (option 1) is concise and simple to
understand. However, the structure of the mined candidate rules,
specifically items in both the antecedent and consequent, is ad-hoc
at best. More importantly, the JSON rule format does not have a
grammar, which means any post-processing of candidate rules will
involve lots of string manipulations and regular expressions.
Creating a DSL from scratch (option 2) gives us the advantage of
customizing it according to our requirements. However, creating
a DSL from scratch is time-consuming, when compared to using
an existing DSL. To present the mined candidate rules in a specific format, we considered multiple existing DSLs (option 3) that
were originally developed for encoding various types of API usage
rules. Specifically, we considered AnnaBot [8], RSL [49], CrySL [17],
RulePad [23], ModelAn [27], and Smart Annotations [15].
Among the existing DSLs, we exclude ModelAn [27] and Smart
Annotations [15], because they require modifications to the MicroProfile source code. CrySL [17], on the other hand, is designed for
the specification of correct cryptography API uses in Java, and it
heavily focuses on control and data-flow relationships, whereas
annotation usage does not require control and data-flow relationships. Therefore, we also exclude CrySL from potential formats for
presenting candidate rules. AnnaBot [8] and RSL [49] are specifically designed for writing annotation usage rules in a declarative
way. However, they only support annotation usage rules between
two annotations. For example, if @X, then @Y. They do not support
usage rules between annotation and other program elements (e.g.,
field and method). For example, if @X, then a method must return Z.
However, most of our mined candidate rules specify relationships
between annotation and other program elements [28]. Therefore,
we also exclude AnnaBot and RSL from potential formats for presenting candidate rules.
RulePad [23] is a tool that allows users to write code design rules
(e.g., function with type "void" must have name "set...")
and check the source code for any violations of those rules. Developers can create rules using a semi-natural DSL created by the
RulePad authors. For example, Figure 5 shows how the mined rule
from Figure 4 can be expressed in RulePad’s DSL.
Based on the feedback we received from our industry collaborators, we decide to use RulePad (option 3), because: (1) it has an
intuitive English-like syntax, (2) rules have IF/THEN format that
fits nicely with the mined rules, and (3) it has a grammar, making
later extensions easier to implement. However, there were also
three RulePad shortcomings that we needed to address.
First, RulePad does not support writing rules for the following relationships that appear in MicroProfile candidate rules: (1)
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1 class with annotation "ApplicationScoped" and

annotation "Readiness"
2 must have implementation of "HealthCheck"

Figure 5: An example illustrating the RulePad rule for the
mined candidate rule shown in Figure 4.

method/constructor parameters having annotations, (2) annotations having parameters, and (3) configuration files. Therefore, we
extend RulePad’s grammar to support those relationships. Second,
some RulePad keywords, specifically declaration statement and
function, do not reflect Java language terminology. This might
affect the readability or comprehensibility of rules. Therefore, we
change the keywords to make them better align with Java language
terminology. We change declaration statement to field and
function to method.
Third, some of RulePad’s syntax was perceived as too verbose.
To address this, we introduce shortcuts into the DSL. We create
a shortcut to express method, constructor, or annotation parameters. For example, a String parameter with the name foo is expressed as parameter with type "String" and name "foo"
in RulePad’s original DSL. We shorten it to parameter "String
foo", mirroring Java-style parameter declaration. We also create a
shortcut that allows grouping of annotations from the same package. For example, to require one of JAX-RS HTTP method annotations (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE) [29], the corresponding RulePad
expression is annotation "javax.ws.rs.GET" or annotation
"javax.ws.rs.POST" or annotation "javax.ws.rs.PUT" or
annotation "javax.ws.rs.DELETE". We condense that expression into annotation "javax.ws.rs.[GET|POST|PUT|DELETE]".
RVT takes the mined candidate rules in JSON format and converts them into RulePad rules, which we present to experts for
validation through a Graphical User Interface (GUI) described next.
3.1.2 RVT’s GUI. RVT provides a GUI for experts to go through
and validate the presented candidate rules. Figure 6 shows the main
elements of RVT’s GUI. The Rule Authoring Editor ○
1 presents
the candidate rule, encoded in RulePad format, that needs to be
validated. To improve the readability of the presented rules, we
equip the editor with syntax highlighting and formatting features.
The Code Preview ○
2 provides a minimal Java code example to show
what the presented candidate rule corresponds to in actual Java code.
That preview also highlights the code representing the antecedent
(orange) and the consequent (green), enabling visual separation
between the two parts of a candidate rule. The goal of the Code
Preview is helping experts further understand the candidate rule
presented in the Rule Authoring Editor. The progress indicator ○
3
shows the total number of candidate rules that need to be validated,
the position of the currently presented rule among all the candidate
rules, and the number of candidate rules left to validate. RVT has
two labeling buttons ○
4 (“Confirm rule” and “Not a rule”) to label
the presented candidate rule as a correct or incorrect rule. RVT also
has two rule navigator buttons ○
5 to navigate through candidate
rules. Finally, the question mark ○
6 indicates help and opens a
tutorial page on using RVT. The tutorial page contains information
about the RulePad grammar and all possible actions that experts
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Figure 6: The main GUI elements of our Rule Validation Tool (RVT). Features 1–6 are detailed in Section 3.1.
can perform using RVT. Overall, RVT’s GUI not only presents
the encoded rules but also provides the necessary features to help
experts understand the presented rules.
3.1.3 Rule Validation Process. Once RVT presents a candidate rule,
experts can take one of the following three actions to validate and
label the rule:
• Confirm the rule as-is: If the presented candidate rule is correct,
experts can label the rule as correct by clicking “Confirm rule”.
• Confirm the rule with changes: If the presented candidate rule is
a partially correct rule, e.g., the rule has some missing or extra
items, experts can edit the presented rule by adding, removing,
or modifying items of the rule using the Rule Authoring Editor.
After finishing their editing, they can confirm the edited rule
by clicking “Confirm rule”.
• Label the rule as incorrect: If the presented candidate rule does
not represent any annotation usage rule, experts can discard
this rule by clicking “Not a rule”.
For each presented candidate rule, RVT stores the validated form
of the rule and the label in a database. Once experts validate all
candidate rules, we use only confirmed rules for misuse detection.

3.2

Misuse Detector

Since our industry partner is interested in ensuring the correct
usage of MicroProfile annotations by client developers, we next
focus on developing a misuse detector that uses the correct rules
from the previous step to detect annotation misuses.
We first consider using RulePad for misuse detection as it comes
with a misuse detector out of the box. However, we find that
RulePad’s misuse detector is not suitable for our needs. First, RulePad’s
misuse detector works in a browser. It has an IDE plugin that sends
client code to the web UI for misuse detection. To use RulePad’s
misuse detector, both the web UI and the IDE plugin need to run
simultaneously. However, we are interested in using the detector
as a standalone tool. Second, RulePad’s misuse detector transforms
Java code into XML representations, which do not contain resolved
types. Third, the XML representations do not represent some of the

Java code constructs such as the data type of annotation parameters. We could have resolved some of the issues by introducing a
preprocessing step before RulePad transforms Java code into XML
representations. However, adding such a preprocessing step would
have negatively affected the performance of RulePad’s misuse detector. Instead, we build our own misuse detector as follows.
A misuse detector may be implemented as a build tool (Maven [22]
or Gradle [42]) plugin or an IDE plugin. Client developers can use a
build plugin as a part of their continuous integration (CI) pipeline.
However, locally, client developers have to explicitly run a build
plugin to detect misuses. Unlike build plugins, an IDE plugin would
detect misuses instantly as developers are working on their code.
However, an IDE plugin cannot be used in the CI pipeline. After a
discussion with our industry collaborator, we decided to build our
misuse detector as a Maven plugin to enable CI integration.
Our misuse detector uses the confirmed rules to generate static
analysis checks. We use JavaParser [30] to parse the Java files of
the target project and to resolve types. Our static analysis checks
are also encoded using JavaParser. We automatically extract the
antecedent part of a RulePad rule and search for occurrences of
it in a given Java file’s Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). If we find an
occurrence of the antecedent, we then check if the consequent
holds. If not, then we have detected a misuse. The detector scans
one Java file at a time of the target project for any misuse of the
available rules. Once the detector scans all the Java files of the target
project, the detector prints a detailed report for each misuse it finds
in the target client project. The report contains the misused rule,
the misuse location, and the missing element. Figure 7 shows an
example of a report generated by our misuse detector.
To verify that our misuse detector works as expected, we evaluate
it against the set of 16 open-source and proprietary MicroProfile
client projects with known misuses from our previous work [28]. In
that work, we detected 100 misuses of five distinct usage rules. We
encode these five rules in our extended RulePad format and input
them to our misuse detector, which automatically converts them
into static analysis checks to detect misuses. In contrast, misuse
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$ mvn violation-detector: scan
[WARN] For rule: QueryGraphQLAPIRule
[WARN]
class with function with annotation "Query" \
[WARN]
must have annotation "GraphQLApi"
[WARN]
Class FooBar is missing the following element(s):
[WARN]
[@org.eclipse.microprofile.graphql.GraphQLApi]
[WARN]
Location: (line 22, col 1) - (line 77, col 1)

Figure 7: A sample report generated by our misuse detector.

checks from our previous work are entirely written manually. Our
misuse detector successfully detects all previously identified 100
misuses, demonstrating that our static analysis check generation
works correctly.

4

Table 1: Number of candidate rules mined for each MicroProfile specification [28]. One rule belongs to both GraphQL and
OpenAPI specifications, hence the total is 23, not 24.
MicroProfile Specification

# mined rules

# confirmed rules

1
3
3
2
4
6
3
2

0
N/A
3
1
3
2
N/A
2

23

11

Config
GraphQL
Health
JWT-Auth
Metrics
OpenAPI
REST Client
Reactive Messaging
Total

User study

To evaluate the usefulness of RVT in modifying and validating the
mined candidate rules, as well as the usefulness of the whole idea
of using mined rules as starting points, we conduct a user study
with MicroProfile API experts. Our goal is to answer the following
three research questions:
RQ1. Is the rule specification DSL in RVT expressive enough for
specifying rules? We adopt RulePad with some extensions as our
DSL of choice for encoding rules. There is a possibility that an API
expert might want to specify a constraint that cannot be expressed
using RulePad. Thus, we want to know how expressive our extended
RulePad DSL is for authoring annotation-based API usage rules.
RQ2. Is RVT useful for the modification and validation of mined
rules? The key concept in our proposed pipeline is having a human
in the loop. Thus, we want to know if RVT makes it easy for experts
to author and validate the mined rules.
RQ3. Are candidate rules effective in alleviating the difficulties of
writing API usage rules from scratch? We want to understand if the
mined candidate rules provide good starting points for API experts
when authoring rules. Overall, we want to determine if the idea of
having mined rules as a starting point is useful to API experts.

4.1
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Experiment Setup

The experiment is an online, 90-minute Zoom session where experts use RVT to validate the presented candidate rules. We audio
and video record the session, with participants’ consent and after
our university’s ethics clearance, for post-analysis purposes. The
experiment is divided into three parts that we describe below.
4.1.1 Tutorial and setup. At the beginning of the experiment (up
to 30 minutes), experts go through a tutorial that we prepared to
get familiar with RVT and the DSL that we use to present rules (i.e.,
the extended RulePad).
4.1.2 Live experiment. After participants get familiar with RVT,
we proceed to the main experiment task, where API experts validate
candidate rules encoded in the RulePad DSL. For each candidate rule,
we first ask the participants to rate it in terms of understandability
of the presented rule on a scale of 1 to 3 (1-hard to understand,
2-neither hard nor easy to understand, 3-easy to understand). This
task enables us to quantify how easy it is for API experts to understand a given rule and contributes to the evaluation of RQ1. After
getting familiar with the presented rule, participants proceed to

validate it. Participants are allowed to use online resources such as
documentation and online discussion forums, if needed. To validate
a rule, participants can (1) confirm the rule as is, (2) confirm the rule
with changes, or (3) reject the rule. During this validation process,
we employ the think-aloud protocol [44] where we ask participants
to verbally share the reasoning behind their decisions. For example,
when a participant rejects a candidate rule, we ask them to share
the reasons that led them to this decision. This feedback can help
us improve the mining process.
4.1.3 Exit survey. At the end of the session, we ask participants
three rating-based (RB) and three open-ended (OE) questions. For
the rating-based questions, participants can also provide verbal
explanations for their ratings. We ask the following questions:
RB1: For rule authoring, having an existing candidate rule as
a starting point is easier than writing a rule from scratch
(strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree,
strongly agree). This question addresses RQ3.
RB2: Having a dedicated tool for rule validation makes it easy
to validate rules (from strongly disagree to strongly agree).
This question addresses RQ2.
RB3: How do you rate the difficulty level of editing rules using
RVT? (very hard to edit, hard to edit, neutral, easy to edit,
very easy to edit). This question addresses RQ2.
OE1: Are there additional code constructs you think need to be a
part of RulePad? This addresses RQ1.
OE2: What types of additional information could have assisted you
in validating the rules? This indirectly addresses RQ2 and
enables us to know what other information experts would
find helpful.
OE3: Are there any additional rules you can think of that were
not presented? This question does not address a specific RQ
but enables us to understand what rules the mining process
cannot discover and what other code relationships need to
be tracked (which may require further RulePad extensions).
Our open-ended questions allow participants to share valuable
feedback with us, which helps us further improve our approach.

4.2

Participant Recruitment

MicroProfile API experts (i.e., direct contributors to various MicroProfile specifications) are the target population of our study. We
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drafted a recruitment email that our industry collaborator sent to
six MicroProfile API developers in their company. Our goal was to
recruit at least one expert for each MicroProfile specification that
we have mined rules for. Table 1 shows how many candidate rules
we mined for each MicroProfile specification. Four API experts (P14) agreed to participate in the user study. Before the experiment, for
each participant, we collected background information on which
MicroProfile components they are familiar with and created a set of
candidate rules that contain APIs from these components. P1-4 are
MicroProfile contributors, working in their current teams for 4, 6,
5 and 2 years, respectively. P1 is responsible for OpenAPI, Reactive
Messaging, and Config components, P2 is responsible for Health,
P3 is responsible for Metrics, and P4 is responsible for JWT-Auth.
For the study, the participants P1-4 validated 9, 3, 4 and 2 candidate
rules, respectively.

4.3
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Figure 8: Understandability of candidate rules

Results

Participants validated a total of 18 rules, and there were no common
rules shared between participants due to their different expertise.
P1-4 confirm 4/9 rules, 3/3 rules, 3/4 rules, and 1/2 rules respectively.
Overall, participants label 11/23 rules as correct, with all except
one rule (from MicroProfile Metrics) requiring modifications. All
presented rules for MicroProfile Health and Reactive Messaging are
partially correct. For MicroProfile Metrics, P3 considers the only
rejected rule as “best practice” and not necessarily incorrect.
We now present the main results of our user study, where we
focus on the whole pipeline rather than the accuracy of the mining
process, which we evaluated in our previous work [28].
RQ1: Expressiveness of the extended RulePad DSL in RVT.
Figure 8 shows how participants perceive the presented candidate
rules in terms of their understandability. The graph shows that the
majority of the presented candidate rules are easy to understand for
participants. P2 mentions that the English-like syntax of RulePad
makes it easy to learn in a short period of time. Recall that we
introduced two constructs to RulePad to reduce the verbosity of the
DSL (Section 3.1.1). We observe that P1 and P2 use the shortcut that
allows grouping of annotations from the same package, showing
the usefulness of the shortcut. We find that while the extended
RulePad is expressive enough to specify most of the code constructs
needed to encode annotation usage rules, there is still room for
improvement. Participants suggest that the extended RulePad can
be further improved by including the following code constructs:
(1) Specify mutual exclusivity. A rule might require usage of
only one annotation from a set of annotations. Currently, the
extended RulePad supports disjunctions (i.e., or) which does
not guarantee mutual exclusivity (i.e., xor).
(2) Invert a predicate. Our extension to RulePad does not support
negations. For example, our extension cannot encode the following hypothetical rule: a field with annotation A and not
with annotation B requires annotation C.
(3) Require overriding a specific method. Method overriding is
useful in two cases. First, it enables rule completeness. Currently, we can specify that a class needs to implement an interface, but a complete rule must indicate which method needs
to be overridden/implemented from that interface. Second,
given a predicate, an expert might want to require overriding

Figure 9: RB1 results regarding having a starting point for
rule authoring. RB2 results regarding usefulness of having
a dedicated rule validation tool. RB3 results for levels of
difficulty of editing rules using RVT.

specific methods (e.g., if class is annotated with X and extends
Y, then it must override method Z).
(4) Shortcuts for frequently used MicroProfile constructs such
as CDI beans, JAX-RS resource methods (i.e. a method that
is annotated with request method designators such as @GET
or @POST) or classes (i.e., a class that either is annotated with
@Path or contains at least one resource method). For example,
instead of saying method with annotation "Operation"
must have annotation "[GET|POST|PUT|DELETE|..]", an
expert can simplify the rule to method with annotation
"Operation" must be a JAXRS resource.
RQ2: Usefulness of RVT in modifying and validating candidate rules. Figure 9-RB2 shows what participants unanimously
agree that RVT is useful. Therefore, we conclude that having a dedicated tool for rule validation is useful for API experts. That said,
Figure 9-RB3 shows that our participants have varying opinions on
the level of difficulty of editing rules using RVT. P1 who rated "Neither hard nor easy" states that in some cases the rules written in the
extended RulePad format are not how they would be written as a
specification. For example, consider the following rule: “a field with
the @ConfigProperty annotation should have the @Inject annotation unless the class has the @ConfigProperties annotation”. In
the extended RulePad, we encode the rule as “class with field
with annotation "ConfigProperty" must have annotation
"ConfigProperties" or field with annotation "Inject"”.
While this rule is correct, P1 argues that it is not natural to write the
rule in that format. Instead, P1 mentions that an API expert would
write the rule as “field with annotation "ConfigProperty"
must have annotation "Inject" unless enclosing class
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has annotation "ConfigProperties"”. This aligns with the previous suggestion of supporting predicate negation in RulePad.
We now discuss what other information participants think can
help them in the rule validation process. From the existing assisting
components of RVT, participants find the code preview section
particularly helpful for visualizing how a rule might potentially
look. P3 states that the rules being presented pre-formatted makes
rules easier to understand. Participants share the following ideas
for potential enhancements:
• Easier access to Java documentation. Finding the correct documentation page may take time, and providing quick access to it
can be useful.
• Auto-completing fully qualified names (FQNs). When generating static analysis checks, we expect the validated rules to have
FQNs. While candidate rules have FQNs, it might be hard for
experts to know the FQN for every annotation/class they need
to add or modify. Providing such assistance can reduce the time
spent on looking for the correct package name.
• Syntax checking for the DSL. Participants believe that having a
syntax error checker can assist them in writing rules properly.
RQ3: Effectiveness of the mined rules in alleviating the difficulties of writing usage rules. Figure 9-RB1 illustrates what
participants think about having starting points for authoring rules.
Our results show that having starting points is helpful. According
to P1, given a rule, it is generally easier to point out the problems
with the rule. In a similar fashion, P3 states that as with anything
in tech, it becomes easier once you have something to work with.
In response to OE3, P1 states that there are probably additional
rules to encode; however, to find them, one needs to go through the
documentation. Note that this statement strengthens our argument
that having starting points reduces the effort of manually going
through documentation to find rules, especially that not all API
usage rules are documented.
One of the potential issues with finding API usage rules through
pattern mining is that a mined pattern can contain deprecated APIs.
There was one such rule that P2 had to validate. While converting
the candidate rule into the correct rule, P2 explains that the candidate rule uses the @Health annotation which has been deprecated
since MicroProfile Health version 2.0 and is no longer part of the
API [9]. This case shows that having human validation is critical
when it comes to mining rules.

4.4

Threats to Validity

Internal validity. Our user study focuses on API experts’ experience
and perception of the rule validation process. Our pipeline also
includes the last step where we generate static analysis checks
from the validated rules, which we use for misuse detection. While
this step is not evaluated in the user study, we verify that it works
correctly by ensuring that we can detect all previously known
misuses in 16 projects. However, we do not analyze any additional
unknown misuses that the detector finds.
Construct validity. To mine candidate rules, our pipeline uses our
previously developed and evaluated pattern mining technique from
our previous work [28]. The quality of the mining process can affect
the overall experience of participants in our user study. However,
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the user study does not focus on measuring the correctness of the
rules but rather focuses on the editing and validation process.
External validity. Our goal was to validate all the mined rules
by at least one API expert. We reached out to six of the relevant
MicroProfile API experts working for our industry partner, and four
agreed to participate. These four participants validated 18 out of
23 mined rules (78%) from five different MicroProfile specifications.
Although we could not validate all the mined rules, the validated
rules cover most of the annotation relationships in our rules. Our
work focuses on validating MicroProfile annotation usage rules.
While, in principle, our approach can be applied to other annotationbased libraries, we present only a case study of MicroProfile and
our findings may not generalize beyond that. Future work can reuse
our pipeline to investigate its applicability to other libraries and
frameworks.

5

Discussion

In this paper, we proposed a human-in-the-loop approach to generate annotation usage rules for MicroProfile. We developed a webbased tool, RVT, to facilitate rule validation and generation. To
evaluate the usefulness of RVT and our approach, we performed
a user study with MicroProfile API experts. We now discuss the
implications of our findings.
1) Generating API usage rules. Our main objective in this paper
is to generate accurate annotation usage rules while reducing the
burden of writing them from scratch. Therefore, we use a pattern
mining technique to automatically mine candidate rules that provide starting points to experts for generating accurate rules. The
results of our user study (RQ3) show that all the API experts agree
or strongly agree that having starting points in the form of mined
candidate rules reduces not only the difficulty but also the effort
of writing rules. They state that it is easier and takes less effort to
work with candidate rules and find problems in the rules rather than
discovering a rule manually. Our participants also confirm 10 of the
16 presented candidate rules and modify nine of the 10 confirmed
rules, which indicates that most of the presented candidate rules are
partially correct or incorrect rules. Thus, using the mined candidate
rules directly for misuse detection could have produced a lot of
false positives. Therefore, our approach that introduces experts for
validating the mined rules is critical for generating accurate rules.
The results also show that experts go to extra lengths to produce
accurate rules. For example, P2 checked whether the generated
rules use any deprecated APIs.
Our results show that 10/11 confirmed rules are present in the
documentation. This shows that our approach is effective in reducing the time spent on finding the rules in the documentation.
While these rules are present in the documentation, they are not
automatically checked for, and client developers might violate them.
However, the remaining one rule is not documented, showing that
validated rules can also be used for improving the documentation.
2) Facilitating rule validation. To facilitate rule validation, our
approach uses an extended version of the RulePad DSL. Not only
can experts use RVT to validate the presented rules, but they can
also modify them. Therefore, it is critical that the DSL is able to
express or construct annotation usage rules. While our results (RQ1
and RQ2) show that the DSL does not lack any grammar to express
the confirmed rules, participants would like the ability to express
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API usage rules in a more natural form and with finer granularity.
For example, P1 states that RulePad’s DSL might not be the most
natural way to express a rule in some cases. However, expressing
a rule in a natural form can be challenging, because it might be
hard to find a consistent DSL format or syntax that allows natural
expression. Addressing this limitation requires another user study
where the focus is on the way experts naturally author rules without
adhering to a specific format. We can then analyze the produced
rules and see if there are common patterns in the rules that can
be incorporated into RulePad grammar. Additionally, introducing
more logical operators, such as XOR, NOT, and NOR, would allow
experts to express rules with finer granularity.
Another avenue for improvement is the assisting features in
RVT. Currently, the feature that has been brought up the most is
the auto-completion of fully qualified names. This feature will allow
experts to easily specify fully qualified names without consulting
documentation, which will improve the overall user experience.
We can implement the auto-completion feature by extracting fully
qualified names of MicroProfile APIs from the documentation and
storing them in a database integrated with our Rule Authoring
Editor. We can also provide easy access to Java documentation for
all the program elements used in the rule. This feature can be a
part of the Code Preview where clicking on a program element
will open the corresponding Javadoc page. Finally, we can provide
another labeling button to allow experts to label a rule as a "best
practice". When used for misuse detection, the best practice rules
can produce warnings instead of errors. API experts also suggest
including a mechanism to check for syntax errors in the DSL.

6
6.1

Related Work
Mining API Usage Rules

Researchers have proposed various pattern mining techniques to
automatically extract API usage rules [14, 26, 35, 41, 45, 46, 50].
However, most of the pattern mining solutions focus on control
and data-flow relationships [26, 41, 45, 46], with little focus on
annotation usage. In general, annotation usage does not depend on
control and data-flow analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, with the exception of our previous work [28] discussed in Section 2.3, there is no existing work
on mining annotation usage rules. However, Liu et al. [20] use
deep learning to train an annotation prediction model, DeepAnna.
The model learns from the structural (abstract syntax tree) and
the textual (i.e. annotation name, method name, method contents)
context of the source code to recommend annotations and detect
their misuse. However, DeepAnna cannot specify reasons behind
its recommendations. For example, DeepAnna might suggest to use
the annotation @Liveness on a class (consequent), but it cannot
specify the reason behind that suggestion (antecedent). We need to
have both an antecedent and a consequent to create an annotation
usage rule. Moreover, DeepAnna focuses only on recommending
class and method annotations, while our work considers the representation of annotation usage rules that involve fields, parameters
and configuration files in addition to classes and methods, and the
detection of misuses of such rules.
Pattern mining can produce rules that are insecure, overly simplistic, or missing context [17]. Pattern mining techniques may also
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mine usage rules for deprecated APIs, which are not useful. Thus, it
is critical to validate or correct the mined rules to transform them
into valid API usage rules.

6.2

Writing API Usage Rules

There is an abundance of rule authoring tools to write API usage
rules [8, 17, 23, 49]. Most of these tools have their own DSL, and they
often target specific libraries or domains. For example, CrySL [17]
is designed for writing Java Cryptography API (JCA) usage rules.
It focuses on control and data-flow relationships between different
method calls and does not support annotations.
There are also tools or DSLs that focus specifically on writing
usage rules for annotations. RSL [49] and AnnaBot [8] allow writing
annotation usage rules in a declarative way. These tools support
logical and aggregate operations such as “AND”, “OR”, “NOT”, “at
most one” or “for all”. However, they do not support most of the relationships that our mining process produces. For example, AnnaBot
does not support writing rules that specify a relationship between
an annotation and a method return type. RSL, on the other hand,
only allows writing rules that check the existence of an annotation
on a program element.
Similar to previous DSLs, RulePad [23] allows software developers to create design rules and checks for misuses of these rules.
Unlike previous tools, RulePad focuses on creating checkable and
up-to-date documentation. Since the documentation is meant to be
read by developers, to make the design rules easy to understand,
RulePad provides an English-like DSL to encode rules in. RulePad’s
DSL has an IF/THEN structure which coincides with our mined
rules. It also supports most of the mined relationships. Therefore,
we use RulePad’s DSL in this work with some customization to
validate annotation usage rules.
Unlike focusing on usage of APIs from specific libraries or domains, there are tools, such as PMD [33], SpotBugs [37] and CheckStyle [6], that focus on general-purpose static analysis. These tools
can be utilized to encode annotation usage rules. For writing custom
rules in these tools, developers need to use either a general-purpose
language such as Java or a querying language such as XPath (in the
case of PMD)[47]. However, prior work shows that DSLs are easier
to learn, read, and write than general-purpose languages [16]. Since
we want to make rule validation as intuitive as possible, we did not
choose a general-purpose static analysis tool for rule encoding.
The previous tools all provide external DSLs to encode the rules.
There has also been meta-annotation solutions that encode rules in
the source code directly [15, 27]. These solutions provide a set of
meta-annotations (i.e. an annotation that can be applied to other
annotations) to embed the usage rules in annotation source code.
Since such techniques require source code modifications which
would force us to modify the source code every time a new rule is
discovered, these solutions are not useful for our use case.
All the above tools assume that the rules are readily available.
However, someone needs to find the rules and encode them from
scratch. For example, Krüger et al. [17] went through all the JCA
documentation, and manually authored all the found rules in CrySL.
There are two issues with this approach: (1) it is time-consuming,
and (2) authors will miss undocumented rules. Our hybrid approach
leverages pattern mining to reduce the time spent on authoring
rules from scratch. It can also discover undocumented patterns.
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7

Conclusion

We introduce a human-in-the-loop approach for producing accurate
annotation usage rules of MicroProfile APIs. We leverage pattern
mining to produce starting points for writing API usage rules. We
build a specialized tool, RVT, to facilitate the rule validation process,
and a misuse detector to automatically generate static analysis
checks from correct rules. To make rules easily understandable, RVT
extends an English-like DSL called RulePad for encoding mined
rules. We evaluate our approach in a user study with MicroProfile
subject matter experts. The user study results show that having
starting points makes writing rules easier and that our proposed
pipeline can be used to automatically produce accurate MicroProfile
API usage rules. These usage rules can be integrated into static
analysis tools to help MicroProfile client developers write less buggy
code, or they can improve the documentation.
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